This wiki plugin displays the full category path for the wiki page where the plugin is inserted.
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*Introduced in Tiki 1.*

*Preferences required:*

feature_categories, wikiplugin_catpath

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Accepted Values</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Default</th>
<th>Since</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

divide

String used to separate the categories in the path. Default character is `>`. 1
Show the top category as part of the path name (not shown by default)
Example

Let's say you had a page with the lyrics to the song *Hands on the Wheel*, and it is categorized by the singer and the composer, and that all pages with song lyrics on the site are categorized as **Songs**. Here's what the CATPATH plugin would produce on that page:

*This code,*

{catpath}

*Would produce:*

Songs > Singer > Willie Nelson
Songs > Composer > Bill Callery